SECRET

FM: USN-808
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET

TAGREP 487-68
TAGREP 487-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 2358Z ON THE 29TH OF FEBRUARY BETWEEN TWO U/1 ELEMENTS OF THE POSSIBLE 2ND BATTALION, 803RD REGIMENT, IT WAS REVEALED THAT UNITS WOULD BE CROSSING THE BEN HAI RIVER AT CUA TUNG (YD 245 835 RPT YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR FIVE EIGHT THREE FIVE) ON THE 3RD OF MARCH. IT ALSO STATED THE CROSSING WOULD BE MADE IN THE AREA OF THUA NHAT (UNLOCATED). NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.

Declassified and Approved for Release by NSA on 08-21-2018 pursuant to E.O. 13526
FLASH

SP5 MICHAEL R. SWIFT
L/A SECTION

FM: USM-808

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

TACREP 188-68  RPT TACREP 188-68

A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0258Z ON 01 MAR FROM A U/I ELEVENT, ROSS 2nd BATTALION, 503RD REGIMENT, INDICATED THAT THE SENDER OF THE MESSAGE WAS AT LE XUYEN (YD 343 635 RPT YANKEE DELTA THREE FOUR THREE SIX THREE FIVE) TO COUNTER SWEEPS. MENTIONED ALSO WAS THAT THE QTE UNIT UNQTE HAD CARRIED MUCH AMMUNITION AND ENOUGH RICE FOR SEVEN DAYS. NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
SECRET

TACREP 495-68 RPT TACREP 495-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0311Z, 21 MARCH, THE 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION INFORMED THE 7TH BATTALION TO SEND ONE TEAM OUT TO THE VILLAGE OF LAM LANG YO 182 685 (YANKEE DELTA ONE EIGHT TWO SIX ZERO FIVE). NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
SECRET CAVIN

FLASH

FM: USM-808
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET CAVIN

TACREP 496-68 RPT TACREP 496-68

AT 0944Z ON 01 MARCH, AN UNIDENTIFIED RECONNAISSANCE ELEMENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE 101D REGIMENT SENT A MESSAGE TO ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED RECONNAISSANCE ELEMENT STATING THAT HE HAD SHOTDOWN A C-130 AIRCRAFT EAST OF AN UNIDENTIFIED ROAD, POSSIBILITY ROUTE NINE. NO FURTHER INFORMATION IS YET AVAILABLE.

01MR8  01  01  DAVID D HOLDER CW2 USA
01G AAR BRANCH

18352

SECRET CAVIN
SECRET SAVIN

FLASH

FM: USN-808
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET SAVIN
TAGREP 490-68   RPT TAGREP 490-68

A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0521Z ON 02 MAR FROM A U/1 603RD
REGIMENT ELEMENT TO YOU REVEALED THE POSSIBILITY OF AN ATTACK
ON THE NIGHT OF 03 MAR. THE MESSAGE STATED THAT THE NIGHT OF 03
MAR, PERHAPS WE WILL BE ABLE TO STRIKE UNGTE. PREPARATIONS WILL
UNGTE ON ALL SIDES UNGTE HERE TO TAKE PLACE. NO FURTHER INFORMATION
WAS GIVEN.

FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER, CME USA
010 AAR BRANCH

SECRET SAVIN
FLASH

FM: USN-998
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/WHOTEL
SECRET CAVIN

TACREP 532-68
RPT
TACREP 532-68

IN TWO MESSAGES RECEIVED ON 164TH ARTILLERY REGIMENT COMES AN UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENT INSTRUCTED AN OTHER UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENT TO COMMUNICATE EVERY HALF HOUR FROM 14300 ON, ON 02 MARCH. STILL AN OTHER UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENT WAS INSTRUCTED TO COMMUNICATE EVERY HOUR FROM 15000 ON. THIS INCREASED COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITY TOGETHER WITH A MENTION OF NIEU BAI SON YD 135 648 (YANK DELTA ONE THREE FIVE SIX FOUR EIGHT) AND OF ARTILLERY FIRE INTO AN UNSTIPULATED ENEMY POSITION ON 03 MARCH COULD POSSIBLY INDICATE ARTILLERY ACTIVITY IN THE NIEU BAI SON AREA ON THE NIGHTS OF 02 MARCH AND/OR 03 MARCH. NO FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME.
SECRET SAVIN

FP: USN-368

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET SAVIN

XXMAR11OP112303

TACREP NR 524-69 RPT TACREP NR 524-69

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0227Z ON 02MARCH FROM COMPANY 7 OF THE 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION TO THE 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION, IT WAS REVEALED THAT TONIGHT COMPANY 7 WILL CONTINUE OPERATING AT AN LAC (YD 241 618 YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR ONE SIX ONE EIGHT). NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS REVEALED.
SECRET SAVIN

FLASH

FM: USM-908

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET SAVIN

TACREP 505-69 RPT TACREP 505-69

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0379Z, 02 MARCH, AN UNIDENTIFIED 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION ELEMENT ORDER ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION ELEMENT TO SEND A UNIT OF AN UNDETERMINED SIZE TO ATTACK IN TO CUA, POSSIBLY LOCATED AT YD 596 528 (YANKEE DELTA ZERO NINE SIX FIVE TWO EIGHT), IN ORDER TO COORDINATE WITH AN UNIDENTIFIED UNIT LOCATED ON QTE THIS SIDE UNQTE. NO FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME.

SECRET SAVIN

02 MAR 69 01 01

FOR: DAVID D HOLDER, O1C USA
OIC AAR BRANCH

SECRET SAVIN
FLASH

FUSIOM-208

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET ELEVEN

TACREP 526-68 RPT TACREP 526-68

AT 0628Z ON 02 MARCH, HEADQUARTERS, 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION SENT A MESSAGE TO COMPANY 7, 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION STATING THAT COMPANY 8 WAS EXPANDING TO ATTACK AN ENEMY RECONNAISSANCE UNIT. THE MESSAGE FURTHER STATED THAT COMPANY 8 MAY BE ENGAGED IN THE ATTACK FOR A FEW DAYS. NO FURTHER INFORMATION IS YET AVAILABLE.
SECRET GAVIN

TACREP NR 512-68 RPT
TACREP NR 512-68

AN UNIDENTIFIED POSSIBLE INFILTRATION SUBORDINATE (RAD 4331C) OF HQ, MILITARY REGION TRI-THIEN-HUE WAS LOCATED WITHIN 1500 METERS OF YC 469 750 (YANKEE CHARLIE FOUR SIX NINE SEVEN FIVE ZERO) AT 0702Z ON 3 MARCH. THIS REPRESENTS A MOVE OF APPROXIMATELY 20 KILOMETERS IN A SOUTH-SOUTHWESTERLY DIRECTION FROM ITS 29 FEBRUARY LOCATION WITHIN 5000 METERS OF YC 477 955 (YANKEE CHARLIE FOUR SEVEN SEVEN NINE FIVE FIVE).

03 1710 Z
MAR 68
01 01

DAVID D. HOLDER, CW2, USA
OIC, A & R BRANCH
FLASH

FM: USM-508
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET SAVIN

TAGREP NR 500-68 RPT
TAGREP NR 500-68

INA MESSAGE PASSED AT 0326Z, 02 MARCH, 164TH ARTILLERY REGIMENT COMMUNICATIONS STATED THAT ON THE NIGHT OF 02 MARCH THEIR ARTILLERY WOULD FIRE. IT WAS ALSO STATED THAT AN UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENT OF THE 164TH ARTILLERY REGIMENT WAS TO FIRE ON THE ENEMY AND ALSO WERE TO OBSERVE THE ENEMY counter-FIRE. FURTHER REFERENCE WAS MADE TO CFE FIGHT CONTINUOUSLY UNICORE. THE SAME UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENT WAS INSTRUCTED TO WATCH THE ARTILLERY FIRE WORK AND REPORT BACK ON THE RADIO EVERY HOUR BEGINNING AT 1600Z, 03 MARCH. ALTHOUGH NO LOCATION WAS GIVEN FOR THE ARTILLERY ACTIVITY THIS SAME ELEMENT HAS MADE REPEATED REFERENCE TO CAMP CARROL. YO 067 543 (YANKEE DELTA ZERO SIX SEVEN FIVE FOUR THREE)

SECRET SAVIN
FLASH

FROM: USN-608
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET

TACREP 514-83 RPT TACREP 514-83

A series of messages passed between 61002Z and 6157Z on 04 March, indicated that elements of the PAVN 90th Regiment are located to the west of Hue.

At 61002Z in a message to an unidentified probable recon element, the possible 7th Battalion, 90th Regiment mentioned upper An Do (YD 608 239/YD 675 240 RPT Yankee Delta six six zero two three nine/ Yankee Delta six seven five two four zero). It was also stated that reinforcements were being sent in.

At 61492Z, the probable recon element reported that it was at upper an and the enemy was at lower an (possible reference to an Do).

At 6157Z a message between two unidentified 90th Regiment elements mentioned one hundred men who had just supplemented the 7th Battalion. The recipient of the message was directed to be at GTE work camp unqte (poss designator for regiment) at 7 o'clock on 04 March to receive an assignment.

FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER, CW2 USA
01G A& AR BRANCH
FLASH

FM: USM 216

to: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET

TACREP NR 517-68. RPT. TACREP NR 517-68
AT 0616Z ON 30 MARCH, A MESSAGE WAS PASSED BETWEEN USN AN
U/1 RECON ELEMENT, 95TH REGIMENT TO THE 7TH BATTALION, 95TH
REGIMENT. THE MESSAGE NOTED THAT QUOTE THE ENEMY QUOTE
VERY ACTIVE IN STRENGTH AT LIEU KAM [YD 691 205 YANKEE
DELTA SIX NINE ONE TWO EIGHT FIVE]. THE MESSAGE ALSO
STATED THAT THE TEAM OF GUERRILLAS FROM AN DD [YD 693 241
YANKEE DELTA SIX SEVEN THREE TWO FOUR ONE] WOULD BE GUIDES,
POSSIBLY FOR THE BATTALION; AND REQUESTED THAT THE BATTALION
SEND ADDITIONAL OBSERVERS IN ORDER TO GRASP THE ENEMY SITU-
ATION AT AN LUU [DELOCATED] AND LA CHU [YD 693 243 YANKEE
DELTA SIX NINE THREE TWO FOUR THREE]. NO FURTHER INFORMA-
TION WAS GIVEN.

U.S. NAVY

FORT DAVID D. HOLDER, CG, USA

U.S. NAVY BRANCH
SECRET SAVIN

FLASH

FM: USM-808

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET SAVIN

TACREP 518-68 RPT TACREP 518-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0623Z ON 04 MARCH THE POSS 7TH BN,
99TH REGT DIRECTED A SUBORDINATE RECON ELEMENT TO RECONNOITER
AT LOWER AN DO ((YD 660 239 RPT YANKEE DELTA SIX SIX ZERO TWO
THREE NINE / YD 675 240 RPT YANKEE DELTA SIX SEVEN FIVE TWO
FOUR ZERO)), BON PHO (YD693 221 RPT YANKEE DELTA SIX NINE THREE
TWO TWO ONE ) AND BON TRI ( YD 694 217 RPT SIX NINE FOUR TWO
ONE SEVEN). THE RECON ELEMENT WAS FURTHER DIRECTED TO SEND PEOPLE
OUT TO MEET THE UNIT AT THE JUNCUTURE OF THE 3 ROADS AT AN DO
AT 1830G. NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
FM: USM-626
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

RPT 521-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0815Z ON 14 MARCH 68 BETWEEN THE 7TH BATTALION AND AN UNIDENTIFIED RECONNAISSANCE ELEMENT OF THE 95TH REGIMENT IT WAS REVEALED THAT ONE ENEMY COMPANY WAS AT REFERENCE POINT 158 (UNLOCATED) LEFT OF THE POSSIBLEOnChange AM PATH (UNLOCATED). IT WAS FURTHER REVEALED THAT COMPANY THREE THEREFORE COULD NOT GO DOWN AND WAS WAITING FOR THE 7TH BATTALION. THE RECONNAISSANCE UNIT WAS ORDERED TO OBSERVE THE ENEMY AND REPORT BACK UNNO 80 THAT BATTALION COULD STRIKE EARLY. ALTHOUGH REFERENCE POINT 158 IS UNLOCATED, EARLIER MESSAGES PASSED BETWEEN THESE 2 ENTITIES MENTIONED UPPER AND LOWER AN 70 (YD 660 239 YANKEE DELTA SIX SIX ZERO TWO THREE NINE OR YD 675 240 YANKEE DELTA SIX SEVEN FIVE TWO FOUR ZERO). THUS THE PROBABILITY EXISTS THAT REFERENCE POINT 158 IS LOCATED IN THIS APPROXIMATE AREA.

11242

FOR: DAVID D HOLDER, O1G, USA, O1G AAR BRANCH
SECRET-SAVIN

FLASH

SP/5 PIERSON/SMIOT

TACREP 5L6-63 RPT TACREP 5L6-60

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 053012 ON THE 6TH OF MARCH BETWEEN THE POSSIBLE 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION AND COMPANY 7, 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION, IT WAS REVEALED THAT THE UNIT WAS INVESTIGATING TO STRIKE AT CAN THAI (TD 115 651 RPT YANKEE DELTA ONE ONE FIVE SIX THREE ONE). THE TIME OF ATTACK WAS NOT GIVEN, HOWEVER IT WAS FURTHER REVEALED THAT THEY HAD BEEN CALLED IN THE QTE, MAIN FORCE ARTILLERY UNQTE, WHICH WAS AT 129 (TD 580 613 RPT YANKEE DELTA ZERO EIGHT ZERO SIX FOUR THREE). NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
SECRET SAVIN

FLASH

FROM: USN-365
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
USN-631M
USN-632A
USN-655

SECRET SAVIN

TAGREP NR 549-68 RPT
TAGREP NR 549-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0717Z, 27 MARCH, AN UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENT OF THE 2ND SA ITALION, 393RD REGIMENT REVEALED THAT A MISSION OF AN UNDETERMINED NATURE WOULD TAKE PLACE FROM GUA TUNG (YD 245 635) (YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR FIVE EIGHT THREE FIVE) UP TO VINH QUANG HA (YD 264 651) (YANKEE DELTA TWO SIX FOUR SIX FIVE ONE) OR (YD 276 648) (YANKEE DELTA TWO SEVEN ZERO SIX SIX ZERO). THE SENDER REVEALED HIS LOCATION WAS AT VINH THANH (UNLOCATED). THE SAME MESSAGE ALSO REVEALED THAT AN ELEMENT OF AN UNDETERMINED SIZE WOULD BE AT THUY KHE (YD 243 795) (YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR THREE SEVEN EIGHT FIVE) TO RECEIVE WEAPONS.

FOR: DAVID D HOLDER OIC
USA 012 AIR BRANCH

SECRET SAVIN
SECRET CAVIN

FM: USM-808
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
    USM-631M
    USM-632A
    USM-625

SECRET CAVIN

TACREP NR 551-68 RPT TACREP NR 551-68
AT 0355Z ON MARCH 07 AN AIR/AIR DEFENSE
ASSOCIATED UNIT SUBORDINATE TO KHE SAHN AREA WAS
LOCATED WITHIN 2400 METERS OF XD 651 240
(XRAY DELTA SIX FIVE ONE TWO FOUR ZERO).
THIS REPRESENTS A MOVE OF APPROXIMATELY 6
KILOMETERS FROM ITS 05 MARCH LOCATION WITHIN
1000 METERS OF XD 642 185 (XRAY DELTA SIX FOUR
TWO ONE EIGHT FIVE).

DAVID D. HOLDER CW2, USA
01 01 OIC A&R BRANCH

07/14/68
MARCH 68
SECRET SAVIN

FLASH

FROM: USN-608
TO: GOLF ELEVER/HOTEL
USN-631N
USN-632A
USN-605

SECRET SAVIN

TAGREP 553-68 RPT TAGREP 553-68

A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0138Z ON 8 MARCH FROM A U-1, POSS REGIMENT, ORDERED A 2ND BATTALION TO ORGANIZE TO STRIKE AIRCRAFT USING MACHINE GUNS AND GKO'S (CHICOM SEMI-AUTOMATIC CARBINE). IT WAS INDICATED THAT THIS WOULD TAKE PLACE NEAR U-1 (PROB DESIGNATOR FOR THE BANH COMBAT BASE, XD 84-8 H17 RPT X-RAY DELTA EIGHT FOUR EIGHT FOUR ONE SEVEN). NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.

08 0340
MR 68
01 01

FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER, CW2 USA
OIC AAR BRANCH

SECRET SAVIN
SECRET CAVIN

FLASH

FM: USN-808

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
USN-652A
USN-652W
USN-605

SECRET CAVIN

TAGREP 553068 SUPPLEMENT ONE  RPT TAGREP 553-68 SUPPLEMENT ONE
IN THE MESSAGE PASSED AT 0139Z ON 8 MARCH FROM A U/I BUI
POSS REGIMENT INDICATED THAT THE 2ND BATTALION WAS TO ORGANIZE
TO STRIKE AT 575(XD 822 425 RPT X-RAY DELTA EIGHT TWO TWO FOUR
TWO FIVE) ALSO. THE WEAPONS TO BE USED IN THIS STRIKE WERE,
12.7MM MACHINE GUNS, AND 82MM AND 120MM MORTARS. NO TIME WAS
GIVEN.
SECRET CAVIN

FM: USM-808
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
USM-521M
USM-652A
USM-505

SECRET CAVIN

TAGREP 559-68 RPT TAGREP 559-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED BETWEEN TWO UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENTS
OF THE 803RD REGT AT 0300Z ON 08 MARCH IT WAS REVEALED
THAT ONE OF THESE UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENTS WOULD REMAIN AT
NH1 HA (YANK DELTA TWO EIGHT SIX SIX SEVEN EIGHT) OR
WOULD GO TO VINH QUANG THUONG (YANK DELTA TWO FIVE FIVE
SIX FOUR FIVE/YANK DELTA TWO FIVE SEVEN SIX SIX TWO) TO
OBSERVE THE ENEMY SITUATION. NO FURTHER INFORMATION IS AT
THIS TIME AVAILABLE.

SECRET CAVIN

FOR: DAVID D, HOLDER CW2 USA
01C AIR BRANCH

08 1167
MR 68
01 01
FLASH

SP/5 PIERSON

FM: USN-398

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
    USN-651M
    USN-652J
    USN-655

SECRET

TADREP 564-68 RPT TADREP 564-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 1227Z ON THE 9TH OF MARCH
BETWEEN POSSIBLE 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION AND A
POSSIBLE COMPANY 7, 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION IT WAS
REVEALED THAT COMPANY 7 WOULD RECEIVE RICE AND AMMO
TODAY AT HAI GU (YD 133 766 RPT YANKEE DELTA ONE
THREE FIVE SEVEN SIX SIX). NO FURTHER INFORMATION
WAS GIVEN.

FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER, CWO2 USA
OIC AIR BRANCH

99
NR 68
91 91
SECRET

TACREP 566-68
AT 0257Z ON 3 MARCH, THE HUE MUNICIPAL UNIT WAS LOCATED
APPROXIMATELY 9 KILOMETERS SOUTHEAST OF 118 7 MARCH LOCATION
WITHIN 1500 METERS OF TD 71/7 067 (YANKEE DELTA SEVEN FOUR
ZERO SEVEN ZERO TWO SEVEN). THIS REPRESENTS A MOVE OF
ZERO SEVEN ZEROS SI X).
FLASH

FM: USM-808
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
USM-632J

SECRET

TAGREP NR 575-68 REPEAT TAGREP NR 575-68

AT 0140Z AND 0200Z ON 11 MARCH, THE TENTATIVE FORWARD ELEMENT OF HQ, MILITARY REGION TRI-THIEN-HUE WAS LOCATED WITHIN 1750 METERS OF YD 695 095 YANKEE DELTA SIX NINE FIVE. ZER0 NINE FIVE) AND WITHIN 2750 METERS OF YD 620 150 (YANKEE DELTA SIX TWO ZERO ONE FIVE ZERO), RESPECTIVELY.

SIGINT CANNOT DETERMINE, AT THIS TIME, WHICH LOCATION IS CORRECT. HOWEVER, THE LATTER LOCATION IS NEAR YD 614 182
(YANKEE DELTA SIX ONE FOUR ONE EIGHT TWO) WHERE THE TENTATIVE FORWARD ELEMENT OF HQ, MILITARY REGION TRI-THIEN-HUE WAS LOCATED ON 7 MARCH.

11/65

MAR 68

FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER, CW2, USA
016 A&R BRANCH
FLASH

FROM: USN-258
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
USN-632J

SECRET CAVIN

TACREP NR 607-68
RPT
TACREP NR 607-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED BETWEEN TWO UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENTS
OF THE 559TH TRANSPORTATION GROUP IN THE A SHAU VALLEY AT
01,282 ON 17 MARCH IT HAS BEEN REVEALED THAT AT LEAST THREE
VEHICLES OFFLOADED AN UNIDENTIFIED CARGO AT KILOMETER MARKER
31 (YANKEE DELTA FIVE NINE TWO ZERO ZERO THREE/YANKEE
DELTA FIVE ZERO NINE ZERO THREE TWO). IT WAS FURTHER RE-
VEALED THAT 20 VEHICLES WENT DOWN TO THE "WELL-KNOWN WARE-
HOUSE" (UNLOCATED) AND AT THE THREE ROAD JUNCTION (UNI-
LOCATED) OFFLOADED AN UNIDENTIFIED CARGO. NO FURTHER INFOR-
MATION IS AT THIS TIME AVAILABLE.

SECRET CAVIN

FORD DAVID D. HOLDER CW2 USA
610 AAR BRANCH

17 09 39
AR 69
51 51

SECRET CAVIN
SECRET SAVIN

FLASH

FM: USM-636

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET SAVIN

TAGREP NR 609-68    RPT    TAGREP NR 609-68

AT 0057Z ON 17 MARCH A MESSAGE WAS PASSED BETWEEN TWO
UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE 559TH TRANSPORT-
ATION GROUP IN THE A SHAU VALLEY REVEALED THAT A COMPANY
FOUR WAS TO GO DOWN TO KILOMETER MARKER TWENTY-ONE (YANKEE
DELTA FIVE THREE ONE ZERO EIGHT THREE/YANKEE FIVE FOUR
THREE NINE EIGHT THREE) TO REPAIR THAT SECTION OF
THE ROAD. NO EXACT TIME WAS GIVEN.
SECRET SAVIN

FLASH

SP5 HERNDON

FM: USM-808

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/ECHO

SECRET SAVIN

TACREP 610-68 SONGBIRD RPT TACREP 610-68 SONGBIRD

AT 1812Z ON 17 MARCH, IN A MESSAGE PASSED FROM AN
UNIDENTIFIED ENTITY OF THE QUANG BINH PROVINCIAL UNIT,
MENTION WAS MADE OF A PLANE WHICH HAD BEEN SHOT DOWN AND
BURNED. SPECIFIC AREA AND DISPOSITION OF PILOT UNKNOWN.

17 1352Z

MR 68

01 01

FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER CW2, USA

OIC, A&R BRANCH
FLASH

FM: USM-808

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

USM 632J

SECRET

TAGREP 620-68 RPT TAGREP 620-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0049Z, 19 MARCH, AN UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE 559TH TRANSPORTATION GROUP, A SHAU VALLEY, REVEALED THAT SEVERAL THOUSAND KILOGRAMS OF AN UNDETERMINED AMMUNITION WAS LOCATED AT KILOMETER MARKER THIRTY ONE (31), YD 592 003 (YANKEE DELTA FIVE NINE TWO ZERO ZERO THREE) OR YD 589 032 (YANKEE DELTA FIVE ZERO NINE ZERO THREE TWO). NO FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME.

O2597

19 MAR 68 01 01 FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER, CW2 USA

01G AER BRANCH
FLASH

FU: USN 308
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
USM 632J

SECRET

TAGREP NR 636-68 RPT
TAGREP NR 636-68

In a message passed at 0435Z on 20 March, from an U/I subordinate to Headquarters 603rd Regiment, it was revealed that quote we are preparing for combat in the direction of H1, H2, H3, H5 and H6 (all unlocated) unquote. In the same USO this U/I entity reported on enemy activity in the following areas: XOM BAU (YD 575 415 YANKEE DELTA FIVE SEVEN FIVE FOUR ONE FIVE), LAI HA AP (YD 580 417 YANKEE DELTA FIVE EIGHT EIGHT FOUR ONE SEVEN) and TAY HOANG (YD 582 412 YANKEE DELTA FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR ONE TWO) indicating that the U/I entity plans to attack somewhere in this area. It was further stated that quote company 2 unquote was within 200 meters of TAY HOANG when the enemy entered there and that quote provincial unit 1 unquote had entered this general area but could not yet communicate.

FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER, CS2
3IC ARR BRANCH

20
MR 68
01 01
FLASH

FM: USM-808
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/INDIA

SECRET SAVIN

TAGREP 638-68 RPT TAGREP 638-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0318Z ON 20 MARCH BETWEEN A PROBABLE PAVN ENGINEER REGIMENT IN LAOS AND AN UNIDENTIFIED SUBORDINATE BATTALION IT WAS REVEALED THAT THESE ENTITIES ARE BEING FOREWARNED AGAINST ALLIED AIRSTRIKES IN THE SAM NEUA AREA (20-30N 104-DOE RPT TWO ZERO THREE ZERO NORTH ONE ZERO FOUR ZERO ZERO EAST). THE U/I BATTALION WAS ORDERED TO "PAY ATTENTION AND GUARD AGAINST BOMBING AND STRAFING". MENTION WAS ALSO MADE OF ORGANIZING FIREPOWER AND PREPARING TO AMBUSH AND STRIKE "THE ENEMY". NO FURTHER INFORMATION IS AT THIS TIME AVAILABLE.

SECRET SAVIN

FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER CW2 USA
01G A&R BRANCH
SECRET NAVIN

SECRET NAVIN

TAGREP NR 656-68  RPT  TAGREP NR 656-68

IN MESSAGE PASSED AT 1640Z ON 21 MARCH BETWEEN UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENTS OF THE 83RD REGIMENT, IT WAS REVEALED THAT A MEETING IS TO BE HELD ON THE NIGHT OF 21 OR 22 MARCH AT VILLAGE 3 AT PHU LOONG (UNLOCATED, HOWEVER, THERE ARE TWO PHU LOONG'S: YD 714 329 YANKEE DELTA SEVEN ONE FOUR THREE TWO NINE AND YD 720 299 YANKEE DELTA SEVEN TWO ZERO TWO NINE NINE. IT WAS FURTHER REVEALED THAT ONE B-41 IS TO BE TRANSFERRED FROM COMPANY 1 TO COMPANY 3 IN ORDER TO QUOTE GUARANTEE VICTORY IN THE APPROACHING MISSION UNQUOTE. NO FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE.
FLASH

FM: USM 808
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
USM 632J

SECRET CAVIN

TACREP NR 656-68 RPT TACREP NR 656-68

AT 0248Z on 21 March a message was passed between two un-identified elements of the 803rd Regiment revealing that provincial unit one is at Phuoc Thanh (YD 714 323 Yankee Delta seven one four three two three) and Phu Luong (YD 714 329 Yankee Delta seven one four three two nine). Mention was made of sending elements of company 3 directly into An Xuan (YD 730 332 Yankee Delta seven three zero three two) tonight and that "RHHHHHRE IF CONDITIONS ARE NOT FAVORABLE THEN REGIMENT WILL ALSO GO ON THE ROAD WITH COMPANY 3". It was further revealed that if the "ENEMY" had withdrawn from My Xa (YD 721 311 Yankee Delta seven two one three one one) and Dong Xuyen (YD 725 307 Yankee Delta seven two five three zero seven) then two companies would possibly reoccupy them. "IF NOT, THEN HEADQUARTERS AND EVERYTHING WILL GO STRAIGHT ALONG THE ROAD." No further information is available at the present time.
FLASH

SP5 WAGNER

FM: USM-998
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
USM-492J

SECRET

TAGREP NR 657-68 RPT TAGREP NR 657-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0220Z ON 21 MARCH FROM THE
POSSIBLE 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION TO POSSIBLE COMPANY
7, IT WAS REVEALED THAT AN AMOUNT OF RICE AND FOODSTUFFS
IS STORED AT THE CAU (YD 829 705 YANKEE DELTA ZERO TWO
NINE SEVEN ZERO THREE). IT WAS FURTHER REVEALED THAT
BATTALION WAS GOING TO SEND COMPANY 6 OUT TO QUOTE
WATCH AND GUARD UNQUOTE. THE POSSIBILITY EXISTS THAT
COMPANY 7 HAS ELEMENTS GUARDING THIS AREA.

21 1426
HR 68
MN 11

AM

FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER, O32, USA
OIC A&R BRANCH
SECRET SAVIN

FLASH

FM: USM-506
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

TACREP NR 660-68 RPT
TACREP NR 660-68

AT 0219Z ON 21 MARCH HQ, MILITARY REGION 4 (SOUTH VIETNAM) INDICATED, WHILE IN COMMUNICATIONS WITH PAVN HIGH COMMAND, THAT IT WAS "BEING STRAFFED BY AIRCRAFT" AND WAS "SURROUNDED". COLLATERAL INDICATES THAT OPERATIONS VALLEY FORGE, HARRISBURGH, AND PINAROO ARE BEING CONDUCTED IN THE MILITARY REGION 4 AREA AT THE PRESENT TIME.

03/5
22 2
MAR 68

FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER CW2, USA
DIG A&R BRANCH
SECRET

FM: USM808
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
USM 632J

SECRET

TACREP 663-68 RPT TACREP 663-68

ON 22 MARCH AT 0220Z, A SECOND COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY SERVING THE KHE SANH AREA FRONT Appeared to have moved and is now located within 1300 Meters of XD 761 673 (XRAY DELTA SEVEN SIX ONE SIX SEVEN THREE). THIS REPRESENTS A MOVE OF APPROXIMATELY 18 KILOMETERS IN AN EASTERLY DIRECTION FROM THIS FACILITIES 8 MARCH LOCATION WITHIN 3500 Meters of XD 580 681 (XRAY DELTA FIVE EIGHT ZERO SIX EIGHT ONE). FURTHER SIGINT EVIDENCE WILL BE NEEDED TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT THE ENTIRE KHE SANH AREA FRONT HAS RELOCATED.
FLASH

FROM: USM-808
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET

TACREP NR 672-68 RPT
TACREP NR 672-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0205Z, MARCH 22, BETWEEN
TWO UNIDENTIFIED ARTILLERY ASSOCIATED ELEMENTS, IT WAS
REVEALED THAT THERE WAS A POSSIBLE OFFENSIVE ACTION IN
THE NEAR FUTURE GTE THE INITIAL STEP ... TO STRIKE IN MANY
STAGES UNQTE. NO FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE AT
THIS TIME.

15/15

22 MR 68 01 01 FOR: DAVID D HOLDER CW2
USA 010 ARM BRANCH

SECRET
SECRET CAVIN

FLASH

SP/5 PIERSON

FM: USM-631

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
USM-631M

SECRET CAVIN

TAGREP 676-68 RPT TAGREP 676-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 03280212 MARCH BETWEEN ELEMENTS OF THE 164TH ARTILLERY REGIMENT IT WAS REVEALED THAT POSSIBLE STORAGE AREAS ARE LOCATED AT VINH TU (YO 129 939 RPT YANK DELTA ONE TWO FIVE NINE THREE NINE). NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
SECRET

TAGREP NR 677-68 RPT TAGREP NR 677-68

At 0715Z on 23 March, a message passed between Possible Company 3, 7th BN, 99th RECT and Head Quarters, 99th RECT revealed that Possible Company 3 would send out observers immediately in an unknown direction and "If there are enemy there, we will organize to attack Tuy Van (unlocated) immediately." Although Tuy Van is unlocated, Company 3 was last located by SIGINT on 25 March within 7600 meters of YO 615 197 (Yankee Delta Six One Five One Nine Seven). No further information is available at the present time.

23 March 68

For: David D. Holder, CS2

910 Air Branch
FLASH

FM: USN 888
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
USN 632J

S. O. O. P. T. RAYIN

TACREP NR 688-69 RPT TACREP NR 688-68

AT 0215Z on 23 March a message passed between Company 7,
27th Independent Battalion and Headquarters, 27th Indepen-
dent Battalion revealed that "The Front" has prior knowledge
of an impending "enemy" sweep operation "by the 2nd Regi-
ment and an armoured contingent" and that Company 7 was
deploying to help counter this sweep. Recent messages
have indicated that Company 7 is probably somewhere in
the general area of Lam Lang (YD 182 695 Yankee Delta
One Eight Two Six Zero Five). No further information is
available at the present time.
SECRET

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL
USM-6320

SECRET

IN AN INCOMPLETE MESSAGE PASSED AT 0719Z ON 24 MARCH BETWEEN TWO UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENTS OF THE 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION, IT WAS REVEALED THAT A TEAM WAS BEING SENT TO THE WAREHOUSE AT KHE CAU (YD 929 703 YANKEE DELTA ZERO TWO NINE SEVEN ZERO THREE) TO MEET COMPANY SEVEN. NO TIME WAS SPECIFIED.
SECRET SAVIN

TAGREP 687-68 SONGBIRD   RPT   TAGREP 687-68 SONGBIRD

IN A MESS PLAINTEXT MSG PASSED BY U/1 POSS ARTY
ASSOC ELEMENTS AT 0725Z ON 28 MARCH AND RECENTLY MADE
AVAILABLE. IT WAS STATED THAT AN AM1 AIRCRAFT HAD BEEN
DOWED, AND THE PILOT HAD PARACHUTED OUT. INSTRUCTIONS
WERE GIVEN TO SEND PEOPLE OUT TO CAPTURE THE PILOT
IMMEDIATELY. NO FURTHER INFO AVAILABLE.
SECRET NAVY

TACREP NR: 689 RPT TACREP NR: 688-69

In a message passed at 0142Z on 24 March between two unidentified elements of the 27th Ind Battalion it was revealed that a unit of undetermined size was preparing reinforcements to counter a battalion sized sweep presently being conducted by Allied troops in the area of Gua (Yankee Delta Zero Nine Six Five Two Eight). No further information is available at this time.
FLASH

FM: USM-688
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET SAVIN

TAGREP 703-68  TAGREP 703-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0045Z, 27 MARCH, COMPANY 3, 7TH BATTALION, 90TH REGIMENT REVEALED TO THE 7TH BATTALION, 90TH REGIMENT THAT THEY WERE AT A POSITION THAT WOULD BE USED TEMPORARILY TO GIVE STRIKE INTO HUE UNITE. NO EXACT TIME NOR LOCATION WAS GIVEN FOR THIS STRIKE.

27 MARCH 68 01 01 FOR: DAVID D. HODLER, CW2 USA
010 A&R BRANCH
SECRET SAVIN

FROM: USM 80B
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

TACREP 706-68
RPT TACREP 706-68

AT 0303Z ON 28 MARCH, AN UNIDENTIFIED REGIMENTAL ECHelon SUBORDINATE OF THE 320TH DIVISION, WHILE IN COMMUNICATIONS WITH HQ, 320TH DIVISION, INDICATED THAT IT WAS BEING "STRAFFED BY AIRCRAFT." SIGINT LAST LOCATED THIS ENTITY ON 26 MARCH WITHIN 1800 METERS OF YD 241 760 (YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR ONE SEVEN SIX ZERO).

SECRET SAVIN

28 MAR 68
010

DAVID D. HOLDER, CWO2
OIC MAR

SECRET SAVIN
SECRET SAVIN

FLASH

SGT HARLESS

FM: USN-988

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET SAVIN

TACREP NUMBER 712-68 RPT TACREP NUMBER 712-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0110Z ON 28 MARCH BY AN U/I ARTILLERY ASSOC ELEMENT POSS REFERENCE WAS MADE TO FIRING INTO CAMP CARROLL (YD 167 543) ON 29 MARCH. DUE TO PARTIALLY UNREADABLE TEXT AND RECOVERIES NOT AS YET FIRMLY BASED, ABOVE INFO IS OF A TENTATIVE NATURE. NO TIME WAS GIVEN FOR THE ATTACK.

28 2300Z

MR 68

01 81

FORT DAVID D. HOLDER CW2 USA OIC AR & R BRANCH
FLASH

FM: USCIN-C

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

TACREP 714-66
RPT TACREP 714-66

A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0625Z ON 26 MARCH FROM A U/I ELEMENT, 39TH REGIMENT INDICATED THAT THE MISSION OF THE 39TH BATTALION WAS TO QTE ENGAGE IN COMBAT UGTE FROM HIGH POINT 19 (UNLOCATED) BACK TO THE INTERSECTION IN THE DIRECTION OF THE STATION, POSSIBLY AT BAI THAM (UNLOCATED). IT WAS FURTHER INDICATED THAT ABUSES, ATTACKS AND SNIPERS WOULD BE EMPLOYED. NO TIME FOR THIS ACTION WAS GIVEN.
FLASH

USH-308

GOLF ELEVEN/ECHO

SECRET SAVIN

TACREP 717-68 SODBIRD RPT TACREP 717-68 SODBIRD AT 0650 HOURS GOLF TIME ON 28 MARCH 68, COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN TWO UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENTS REVEALED THAT THERE WAS AN ALLIED PLANE SHOT DOWN. IT WAS FURTHER REVEALED THAT THERE WAS MUCH ENEMY AIRCRAFT ACTIVITY IN THE AREA. NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.

SP/5 GUNTON

DAVID D. HOLDER CW2 USA
01G AAR BRANCH

SECRET SAVIN
FLASH

FM: USM-808

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET CAVIN

TACREP 718-68 RPT TACREP 718-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0223Z, 29 MARCH, AN UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENT OF THE 27TH IND BATTALION REVEALED TO ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENT OF THE 27TH IND BATTALION THAT THEY WOULD BE WORKING QTE AROUND THE TRI THIEN HUE AREA UNQTE. THE SIZE OF THE UNIT AND THE NATURE OF THEIR QTE WORK, UNQTE WAS NOT REVEALED.

29 MAR 68 01 01 FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER, CW2 USA OIC A&R BRANCH

SECRET CAVIN
FLASH

SP/3 WILLFORD

FM: USN-868

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/HOTEL

SECRET

TACREP 727-68 RPT TACREP 727-68

AT 1811Z ON 29 MARCH, COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN TWO
UNIDENTIFIED ELEMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE POSSIBLE 164TH
ARTILLERY REGIMENT STATED THAT THE ENEMY WAS PREPARING TO
Sweep THE AREA OF DONG NHUAN WHICH IS UNLOCATED. NO FURTHER
INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
FLASH

FM: USN-698

TO: GOLF ELEVEN/ECHO

SECRET NAVIN
SONGBIRD RPT TACREP NR 569-68 SONGBIRD
TACREP NR 569-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 1733Z ON 29 MARCH BETWEEN UNLOCATED,
UNIDENTIFIED PAVN REAR SERVICE ELEMENTS, IT WAS REVEALED THAT
AN F-4 AIRPLANE WAS SHOT DOWN AT AN UNSPECIFIED LOCATION.

THE UNIDENTIFIED SENDER ASKED FOR DETAILS, INCLUDING WHETHER
THE PILOT HAD PARACHUTED. NO FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE
AT THIS TIME.

XXHH

2105
FLASH

SGT HARLESS

FM: USM-30B
TO: GOLF ELEVEN/GOLF

SECRET SAVIN

TACREP NUMBER 738-68 RPT TACREP NUMBER 738-68

AT 1106Z ON 30 MARCH AN U/I ARTY ASSOC ELEMENT REPORTED THAT B-52'S HAD BOMBED 1000 METERS FROM HIS LOCATION AT 2300G (2400H) ON 29 MARCH AND AT 0200G (0300H) ON THE MORNING OF 30 MARCH. OPERATIONAL REPORTS INDICATE THAT B-52'S BOMBED YD 095 630 (YANK DELTA ZERO NINE FIVE SIX THREE ZERO) AT 0310H ON 30 MARCH AND ALSO BOMBED YD 087 634 (YANK DELTA ZERO EIGHT SEVEN SIX THREE FOUR) AT 2355H ON 29 MARCH. THE REPORTING ENTITY IS PROBABLY LOCATED WITHIN 1000 METERS OF THE ABOVE LOCATIONS.

31 2220Z
MR 68
01 01

MS

FOR: DAVID D. HOLDER CW2 USA
OIC A&R BRANCH

SECRET SAVIN
SECRET CAVIN

FLASH

SF/5 Buckley

FM: USN-808

TO: Golf Eleven/Echo

SECRET CAVIN

TACREP 739-68 Songbird RPT TACREP 739-68 Songbird

In a message passed by an unidentified pavn rear service element at 0552Z on 31 Mar 68, information was requested concerning the date and hour of capture of an important prisoner. However, it was not indicated whether the prisoner was American or ARVN. It was not revealed where the prisoner was being retained. The recipient of the message was instructed to await orders from the relay station. No further information was revealed.

2240

31 Mar 68 01 01

FOR: David D. Holder CNO2 USA

01G AAR Branch